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OdbcCommandBuilderFactory deprecated
I get compile error on class
OdbcCommandBuilderFactory as the class
is deprecated. What version is
recommended? I have installed the ODBC
driver. Does the net.tcp setting in
configuration make it work or is it
required for
OdbcCommandBuilderFactory to work? A:
What version is recommended? I would
recommend using the 'latest' Although I
personally prefer to stick with the 1.0
version as I have an MSDN subscription
and need to be able to upgrade the
project on demand. (I wish the link to the
latest version would take you to the
store) I have installed the ODBC driver.
Does the net.tcp setting in configuration
make it work or is it required for
OdbcCommandBuilderFactory to work?
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You have to set the provider to Odbc
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